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SLIDING DOORS FOR RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

Are you responsible for creating versatile pro-
jects, capable of adapting to the changing needs 
of those who live in the space? 

Klein systems allow you to reinvent rooms 
without separating them, and increase the 
amount of available space without building.

Applications combining fixed and sliding glass 
panels become a source of natural light, 
allowing brightness to flow in, which further 
highlights the project’s architecture and spatial 
organization.

Our mobile wooden panels elegantly organize 
rooms, all while guaranteeing integration and 
flexibility.

Minimalist tracks and sophisticated sliding 
systems barely visible to the eye are changing 
what it means to make space, and will allow 
you to develop out-of-the-ordinary projects.

Sliding Doors for
Residential Projects

MAKE THE MOST OF INTERIOR SPACES

“Residential Design” by Klein aims to introduce designers and 
architects to the numerous ways that our glass and wood slid-
ing door systems can be used to create space. By incorporat-
ing Klein applications specifically created for residential proj-
ects, the task of designing flexible, bright and elegant spaces 
will be easier than ever.
 
Klein applications are more than just doors.
With these systems, you can combine fixed, frameless glass 
panels with glass doors that include a self-closing system, a 
telescopic system or a synchronous 90º opening mechanism, 
thus adding value to any room.
 

“Residential Design” comes as a response to market trends 
aimed at achieving optimal spatial design and improving how 
we leverage natural light.
 
Beyond the door: enter the KLEIN universe.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR SPACE WITH DESIGN…

Art, 
Technology
& Funcionality
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  ROLLGLASS+

 EXTENDO  SLID RETRAC

Living rooms
Interior spaces aren’t infinite, but Klein systems make them look that way. Explo-
re them with KLEIN.
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 LIGNEA

  SLID POCKET

  LITE GLASS +

 ROLMATIC CORNER POCKET GLASS

SLIDING DOORS FOR RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

Living rooms
FLEXIBILITY FOR YOUR SPACE

It is the main room in the house, the one 
where everything happens: family games, 
formal dinners, or simply an intimate moment 
of relaxation. Your space should be flexible 
enough to allow you to enjoy every moment 
to its fullest potential.

Klein’s SLID POCKET system will include a conti-
nuous floor-to-ceiling wooden sliding door with 
perfect finishes. Upon opening this door to join 
two rooms, you will be able to make it disappear 
by sliding it into the space between two walls, 
thus maximizing space and user mobility.
 
Are you interested in adding a bit of color? Our 
POCKET GLASS mobile glass panel measuring 
up to 10’ could be the unique, unexpected ele-
ment you need to highlight the space’s contem-
porary style or filter natural light, thus guarantee-
ing maximum functionality and timeless beauty.
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  EXTENDO

 ROLLGLASS

 ROLLGLASS

Kitchens
Let your imagination wander, and let there be light!
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  UNIKGLASS+

  SLID POCKET

  EXTENDO CORNER

  SLID TOP

SLIDING DOORS FOR RESIDENTIAL PROJECTSwww.klein-usa.com

Kitchens
CONNECT SPACES BY ELIMINATING 
BARRIERS

Compact profiles can even be completely 
hidden away in recessed applications, so 
they will fit perfectly into any room.
 
The telescopic Extendo system’s synchro-
nous opening mechanism allows for a 
passageway measuring up to 5 meters 
wide, while its frameless nature highlights 
its absolute transparency and lack of floor 
track. The glass doors open together, 
sliding in a totally smooth fashion.
 
Utilize doors that open by sliding over a 
fixed glass panel, such as those in ROLL-
GLASS system, to organize adjacent 

spaces and maximize light in the rooms 
where you spend the most time.
 
Increase light and shared laughter by 
connecting adjacent rooms, or even 
joining them, and eliminating barriers; 
personalize any room in your home at a 
moment’s notice by effortlessly and silently 
closing doors; and keep the aesthetics of 
your home impeccable, all by using Klein 
systems designed for residential projects.
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  SLID POCKET

 ROLMATIC

 EXTENDO CORNER

Suites
& Walk-in closets
The combination of fixed and mobile panels changes the perception of space 
and provides immense connectivity, without reducing privacy: go on, fall in love, 
with KLEIN.
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 ROLLGLASS

  POCKET GLASS   LITE+

SLIDING DOORS FOR RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

Including a suite in your residential design 
undoubtedly adds value to the project. 

Klein offers numerous applications for creating 
walk-in closets, offices or bathrooms, adding 
beauty and comfort to the most intimate and 
personal space in your home: your bedroom.

An elegant entryway to one of these spaces wi-
thin your suite can easily be achieved with corner 
doors, thus forming a glass cube and transfor-
ming this application into a unique, imaginative 
way to create new entrances to the different 
areas in your bedroom.

The self-closing system means that the door will 
never be left half-open, even if you forget to 
close it all the way.
 
The combination of fixed and mobile panels 
changes the perception of space and provides 
immense connectivity, without reducing privacy: 
go on, fall in love, with KLEIN.

Comfort for your most intimate space
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 LITE

  ROLLGLASS+

Bathrooms
In no other room is functional spatial organization so important. Transform 
your space with Klein!
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 LITE+

 ROLLGLASS SIDE MOUNTED

 POCKET GLASS

 ROLLGLASS+

SLIDING DOORS FOR RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

Bathrooms are synonymous with privacy.  
Klein provides solutions for all of the possible 
challenges you may encounter in this room, 
with the same level of aesthetics as the rest of 
the house.

 
Anything is possible: from creating a space en-
closed by glass to act as a separate area for the 
toilet, thus maximizing both  design and privacy, 
to creating a customized shower space, with a 
wall-to-wall self-bearing sliding track that makes 
the application feel light and beautiful and let 
the steam out.
 
Klein systems offer a five-year Klein warranty, 
irrefutable proof of how reliable they are.

Solutions to
challenges
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CORNER DOORS TELESCOPIC DOORSBI PARTING DOORS SINGLE DOOR FIXED AND
SLIDING DOORS

Klein Soft Closing 
(KSC)

Simultaneous Opening 
(Synchro Technology)

www.klein-usa.com SLIDING DOORS FOR RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

EXTENDO 
4 DOORS 

EXTENDO 
2 DOORS

EXTENDO 
2 DOORS 

WITH WALL

Application table

UNIKMATIC ROLMATIC CORNER

EXTENDO CORNER

ROLMATIC UNIKMATIC CORNERUNIKGLASS+

UNIKAIRPOCKET GLASS

SLID LIGNEA

LITE+

ROLLGLASS+
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KLEIN USA, Inc.®

1 Madison Street
East Rutherford, NJ 07073

Phone: 973 246 8181 
Fax: 973 246 8362
info@klein-usa.com
www.klein-usa.com

Follow us on social media
Síguenos en redes

The photos, pictures, contents and products described in this catalogue are for information and guidance purposes only and therefore shall not give rise to any rights or expectations nor constitute a binding sales offer as they are protected by 
intellectual and industrial property rights in favour of KLEIN IBERICA, S.A.®  / Las fotografías, imágenes, contenidos y productos descritos en el presente catalogo tienen carácter exclusivamente ilustrativo y orientativo por lo que no originarán 
derechos ni expectativas de derechos, ni constituyen una oferta comercial vinculante, resultando protegidos por derechos de propiedad intelectual e industrial a favor de KLEIN IBERICA, S.A.®


